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Abstract

Microstrip Patch Antennas (MPAs) are generally renowned for their adaptability

regarding feasible geometries, which makes them appropriate for numerous diverse

conditions. The suitability to integrate and the trivial structure with microwave incor-

porated circuits was said to be the major advantage among several advantages. MPA

poses constrictedbandwidth; thus it has a complicationwhile tuning. In addition,MPAs

are renowned for their reduced gain. As a result, there is a necessity to raise the gain

and bandwidth of MPA. This work intends to put forward a novel approach that gets

a non-linear objective for assisting the modeling of solution spaces for antenna con-

straints. Thus, “Salp Swarm based Shark Smell Optimization (SS-SSO) that hybrids the

concepts of Salp SwarmAlgorithm (SSA) and Shark Smell Optimization (SSO)” is devel-

oped that tuned the constraints of MPA. The implication of the developed approach is

toboost theantennagainbyoptimalelectingofdielectricvalue,patch length, substrate

width, and thickness ofMPA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Because of their small size, low cost, and lightweight, micro-strip patch antennas aremore popular in themobile phonemarket.With technological

advancements, antennas are taking on a larger role. The advancement of “wireless communication systems” has increased the demand for small,

low profile antennas with a high gain and wider frequency range.1–3 Because of these benefits, they were utilized in a wide range of appliances,

including communications, satellite, biomedical, and radar. Because the demand for antennas that can emit over a wider variety of frequencies is

rising inmodern communication, bandwidth augmentation is amajor concern. The design of antennas that combine several capabilities such as high

gain over a wide impedance bandwidth, directional beam formation, and functionality has piqued researchers’ interest in response to the growing

needs for wireless communication.4–6 An MPA includes a conducting ground and radiating patch, separated by a dielectric substrate, and a feed

connected to the radiatingpatch.Whenanelectric field is applied toadielectric substance, boundcharges canonly travelwithin themoleculesof the

latter.7,8 In contemporary era of wireless communiqué applications and service, low and compacted antennas are regarded as the most important

alternative in wireless devices.9 MPA is quite widespread among antenna design researchers and engineers owing to several benefits presented by

them. Patch antenna was easier for designing, light weighted and every the areas/fields are distributed over the substrate, which is not costly.10,11

With compacted dimensions and size, wide or broad bandwidth has to turn out to be a basic necessity in communiqués due to the rising count

of users.12,13

Owing to the rising utilization of MPA in wireless communiqué, it includes a wider configuration range.14,15 Multiple input multiple output

systems provide the same capabilities and performance improvements while significantly reducing this complexity.16 Moreover, radar devices are
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deployed for observing the movement and/or function of objects that are deploying the UHF of the RF band.17 To measure the reactive force sens-

ing layer is used.18 The amount of experiments can be reduced if the classificationmethod is straight forward.19 Because of these benefits, they are

employed in amixture of appliances like satellite, biomedical, communications, and radar.Nevertheless, these antennas endure varied shortcomings

as well.20,21

One chief drawback encountered by MPA is narrower impedance bandwidth.22,23 Certain other disadvantages include lower radiation effi-

ciency lower power managing capability, surface wave agitation, etc. These shortcomings were taken as a challenge by numerous researchers in

previous decades.24–26 Several researchers are concerned with modeling wideband/broadband microstrip antennas by means of various meth-

ods like novel patch antennas designs and shapes, deploying diverse feeding techniques, deploying diverse slot structures, shorting pins, imperfect

ground planes, meta material, electromagnetic bandgap materials, etc.27,28 Now-a-days optimization methods are most widely used.29 Broad-

band patch antennas, multiband patch antennas, and tiny patch antennas have all been designed using GA.30 It is a reliable stochastic-based

search approach that can manage electromagnetic optimization issues’ typical properties, which are difficult to manage by other conven-

tional optimization methods.31,32 An antenna’s performance is determined by the antenna’s size, operating frequency, substrate material and

height, patch thickness, and various antenna feeding procedures. However, the design of MPA requires more consideration regarding its

compactness.

The contributions are given below.

• To propose a unique approach for supporting the modeling of solution spaces for antenna restrictions that generates a non-linear

objective.

• TheMPA restrictionswere tuned using a new hybrid algorithm called “Salp Swarm based Shark Smell Optimization (SS-SSO),” which “hybridizes

the principles of Salp SwarmAlgorithm (SSA) and Shark Smell Optimization (SSO).”

• The hybridization algorithm overcomes the drawbacks of the SSA and SSO, like slow convergence and easily falling into the local optima, and

enhances its performance.

Here, Section 2 reviews the concerned topic. Section 3 describes the overviewofMPAand Section 4 defines the objectivemodel. The proposed

SS-SSOAD algorithm for optimalMPA design is briefed in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 illustrate the outcomes and conclusion.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Relatedworks

In 2019, Rajan and Vivek1 designed a two-layer “electromagnetically coupled rectangular patch antenna with microstrip-line inset-fed in wireless

devices”with reduced return losses. In addition, “Circuit boardFR4 (FlameRetardant 4)”wasdeployed formodeling thisMPAantenna, as it includes

remarkable performances throughout the fabricating procedure.

In 2020, Singh et al.2 have designed MPA using MFO scheme for UWB appliances. MPA was modeled for operating in multi- and dual-band

appliances since it owns the following benefits light-weighted, lower cost, and easier mechanism. For reducing the MPA crosspolarized radiation

and for attaining the necessary radiation constraints, theMP antenna wasmodeled with a defective ground configuration. The “liquid crystal poly-

mer substrate” was deployed here for reducing the material cost and appropriate geometry constraints were employed for improving antenna

performances.

In 2019, Verma et al.3 illustrated optimization and relative study on rectangular MPA antenna loaded with T-shaped slot. In addition, PSOwas

deployed with curve fitting. Primarily, a traditional antenna was modeled by cutting a T-shaped slot in a rectangle patch and by optimally electing

certain constraints of the patch.

In 2019, Gupta et al.4 deployed a wideband “diagonal symmetrical flower-shaped patch antenna with minimal ground plane.” The probable

antennawasofferedwith amicro strip line supply for anexciting signal. Theantennawasanalyzedanddesignedbymeansof a “finite-element-based

simulatorHFSS (version 15.0),” which providedwider bandwidth. Further, algorithmic analysiswas carried outwith considerable design constraints

for attaining better bandwidth. In addition, analysis was done for diverse investigational resultants that include radiation pattern, VSWR, gain and

return loss.

In 2020, Srivastava et al.5 deployed anewmethod that proved for improving the bandwidth and gain at the same time.Moreover, the limitations

in designingMPAwas prevailed over by including slots in developed RMPA, also termed as slot arraymethod. The developed antenna wasmodeled

for an effective frequency of 9 GHz that relies on electromagnetic systems.

In 2019, Amalraj et al.6 presented an Electromagnetic Band Gap MPA. The developed antenna included a rectangle patch that was engaged

with a “50Ωmicrostrip line feed.” The antenna occupied a little part of FR4material, thus makes it appropriate for C-Band appliances. Further, the
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unit cells were fixed on dielectric material with a 10mm×10mmdimension and the antenna decreased the return loss and improved the gain. The

presented antennamoreover utilized less space a comfy structure.

In 2020, Gupta et al.7 proposed a novel UWB antenna. The developed antenna was modeled to operate from 3 to 15GHz. It consisted of a

“Sierpinski fractal orientedellipse fixedat the radiatepatchanda rectangledefect groundconfigurationat groundplane.” In theend, the information

regarding developed antenna and their differences in design variables were offered and the resultants were described.

In 2020, Mekimah et al.8 aimed to examine the effect of dielectric loss on MPA bandwidth together with two rectangle patches fixed on two

layers. Thiswork provided a thorough formulation of the exact analysis technique,wherein transfermatrixeswere specified concerning the studied

cases. In addition, arithmetical resultants were offered and established with prior findings, wherein, the dielectric loss demonstrated an optimistic

effect on upper and lower bandwidth withminimal cost.

2.2 Review

Table 1 reviews the extant MPAmodels. The inset feeding technique1 reveals improved channel capacity and reduced return loss. However, strong

traffic congestion may occur. MFO in Reference 2 has obtained high bandwidth and augmented directivity, but antenna geometry should be con-

sidered more. PSO3 obtains high bandwidth and incurs minimal error. However, it needs consideration on radiation. The finite-element used in

Reference 4 offered condensed return loss with compact size, but, there was no implementation on power handling capability. The slotted array

method5 offers high gain with high bandwidth. But, cost factors are not considered in this work. Solution-based method6 increases directivity and

gain. Yet, it requires consideration of cost factors. Sierpinski fractal model7 guarantees higher bandwidthwith the least return losses. Nonetheless,

it has to concernmorewith gain. Hankel transformdeployed in Reference 8 proffers high gain and reduced dielectric loss, but the quality factor has

to be improved.

3 OVERVIEW OF MPA

MPA generally included a “ground plane and control patch.” A substrate is available in the middle that reveals the accurate dielectric constant

value. Usually, patch sizes are minor then the substrate and ground. While modeling an MPA, a dielectrical media and resonance frequency are

selected depending upon theMPA dimension. Accordingly, the dielectric substrate with a negligible dielectric constant are requisite for improving

the antenna performance, in which the effectiveness is made better with high bandwidths and radiation. Figure 1 reveals the mechanism of MPA

radiation.

TAB L E 1 Reviews on existingMPAmodels

Author Techniques Features Challenges

Rajan and Vivek1 Inset feeding technique • High channel capacity

• Minimal return loss

• Strong traffic congestionmay occur

Singh et al.2 MFO • High bandwidth

• Increased directivity

• No analysis on antenna geometry

Verma et al.3 PSO • Minimal error

• Obtains high bandwidth

• Need contemplation on radiation

Gupta et al.4 Finite-element orientedmethod • Compact size

• Reduced return loss.

• No analysis on power handling capability

Srivastava et al.5 Slotted arraymethod • High gain.

• Enhanced bandwidth.

• Cost factors are not considered in this

work

Amalraj et al.6 Solution-basedmethod • High directivity

• High gain.

• Requires consideration of cost factors

Gupta et al.7 Sierpinski fractal model • Higher bandwidth

• Minimal return loss

• Should consider more on gain.

Mekimah al.8 Hankel transform • Minimal dielectric loss

• Higher gain

• Quality factors should be focusedmore.
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F I GURE 1 MPARadiation pattern

4 OBJECTIVE MODEL

The objective of developedwork is shown in Equation (1), whereW1,W2, andW3 are variables that lies among 0 and 1, Ga refers to gain, Eff refers

to efficiency, BW refers to bandwidth andD refers to directivity.

Obj = Min
[

1
|W1 ⋅ Ga ⋅ Eff +W2 ⋅ BW +W3 ⋅ D|

]
(1)

The parameters in Equation (1) are decsribed below.

Bandwidth computation: Equation (2) shows the computation of BW,wherein, 𝛼 = 3.77, 𝜆 = L∕rf 𝜀r refers to dielectric value,w refers towidth,

P refers to patch length, andH refers to height.

BW = (𝛼 ⋅ ((𝜀r − 1) ∕ (𝜀r ⋅ 𝜀r)) ⋅ (w∕P) ⋅ (H∕𝜆)) × 100 (2)

Gain calculation: “The fraction of antennaintensity to the input power is termed MPA gain.” Equation (3) illustrates the gain of MPA, wherein

Leff is modeled as shown in Equation (4).33

Ga = 10 × log10
(
Eff ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋 ⋅ Leff ⋅

w
𝜆

)
(3)

Leff = 𝜆

2
(4)

Efficiency: It is calculated as shown in Equation (5), in which, PSP points out space wave power and PSUR refers to surface wave power. PSP is

computed as revealed in Equation (6), where, 𝜃 = 377 and K0K0d are computed as revealed in Equations (7) and (8). In addition, PSUR is computed

as revealed in Equation (9), where, x0 is computed as shown in Equation (10), where xd
0
and xn

0
is computed as revealed in Equations (11) and (12). In

Equation (12), 𝛼0 is computed as in Equation (13) and 𝛼1 is computed as in Equation (14).

Eff = PSP∕(PSP + PSUR) (5)

PSP = 𝜃 ⋅ K2
0 ⋅ K0d

2∕3∕Pi ⋅
(
1 − 1∕𝜀re + 2∕5∕

(
𝜀
re
)2)

(6)

K0 = 2 ⋅ Pi ⋅ freq∕30 (7)

K0d = K0 ⋅ H (8)

PSUR = 𝜃.K2
0∕4.𝜀

re
.

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
x20 − 1∕

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝜀
re
.

(
1∕
√
x2
0
− 1

)

+
(
x2
0
− 1

)
∕𝜀re − x2

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ K0d.

[
1 +

(
𝜀
re
)2
.

(
x20 − 1

)
∕
(
𝜀
re − x20

)]
(9)
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x0 = 1 + xn0∕x
d
0 (10)

xd0 =
(
𝜀
re
)2 − 𝛼

2
1 (11)

xn0 =
(
𝜀
re
)2 − 𝛼0.𝛼1 + 𝜀

re
.

√
(𝜀re)2 − 2𝛼0.𝛼1 + .𝛼

2
0

(12)

𝛼0 = S × tanK0dS (13)

𝛼1 =
[
tan

(
K0dS

)
+ K0dS∕ cos

(
K0dS

)2]
(14)

K0dS = K0d.S (15)

S =
√
𝜀
re − 1 (16)

Width calculation: Equation (17) showed the assessment of MPA width, in which,“ rf refers to the resonant frequency, 𝜀r refers to the

value ofdielectric substrate, and L refers to light speed. Equation (18) represents the formula for rf , which 𝜀
re refers to effective refractive

index.”33

w = L
2rf

√
2

𝜀r + 1
(17)

rf = L

2P
√
𝜀
re

(18)

Height estimation (H): It is calculated as specified in Equation (19), in which T refers tothe thickness of substrate.33

H = T
1000 × 2.54

(19)

ERI evaluation: The constraint, 𝜀re is calculated as in Equation (20), in whichH refers tothe substrate’s height.

𝜀
re = 𝜀r + 1

2
+ 𝜀r + 1

2

[
1 + 12

H
w

]−1∕2
,

w
H

> 1 (20)

Standardized length estimation: TheMPA’s standardized length (ΔP) is calculated as in Equation (21).

ΔP
H

= 0.412

(𝜀re + 0.3)
(
W
H

+ 0.264

)

(𝜀re − 0.258)
(
W
H

+ 0.8

) (21)

Length assessment: It is pointed out by (P) and is calculated as in Equation (22).

P = L

2rf
√
𝜀
re
− 2ΔP (22)

CI computation: Equation (23) reveals the CI of the transition factor, which, Yi refers to the patch impedance and is calculated as in

Equation (24).33

Yi =
√
50 + Zi (23)

Yi = 90
𝜀
2
r

𝜀r − 1

(
P
W

)2

(24)

Directivity: “Directivity of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the

radiation intensity averaged over all directions. The average radiation intensity is equal to the total power radiated by the antenna divided

by 4π.”
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5 PROPOSED SS-SSOAD ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL MPA DESIGN

Solution Encoding: The developed approach aims to boost the parameters such as gain, bandwidth, efficiency, and directivity as shown in

Equation (1). Consequently, the design constraints such as P, w, T, and 𝜀r of MPA are tuned optimally via SS-SSOAD model. Figure 2 portrays the

solutions provided as inputs to SS-SSOAD.

5.1 Proposed SS-SSOADmodel

Though the conventional SSO34 model hasa selection of enhancements; it undergoes specifiedlimits like local convergence etc. To pre-

vail over the disadvantages of traditional SSO, the conception of SSA35 is combined with it to introduce a new algorithm termed

SS-SSOAD.36–39

SS-SSOAD includes four fundamental phases namely, “initialization, forwardmovement, rotational movement, and position update.”

5.1.1 Initialization

For modeling SS-SSOAD, the initial solution population has to be produced arbitrarily within the searching space. Every solu-

tion symbolizes a particle of odor that shows a feasible shark position at the start of the searching procedure. The initial solution

vector is exposed in Equations (25) and (26), wherein, Z1
i
= ith initial populace vector position and np denotes the size of the

populace.

Z1 =
[
Z1
1 ,Z

1
2 , . … Z1

np

]
(25)

Theassociatedoptimization issue ismodeledas inEquation (26),wherein,Z1
i,j
= jth thedimensionof ithpositionof shark,nddenotes thedecision

variable count.

Z1
i =

[
Z1
i,1,Z

1
i,2, . … Z1

i,nd

]
(26)

5.1.2 Forwardmovement

While blood has beenmixed inwater, the Shark in every position approaches strong odor particlewith a “velocityU” to comenearer to target (prey).

Thus,U is modeled as shown in Equation (27) and eachU includes a dimensional element as specified in Equation (28).

U1
i =

[
U1
1,U

1
2, . … U1

np

]
(27)

U1
i =

[
U1
i,1,U

1
i,2, . … U1

i,nd

]
(28)

Thus, the velocity in every dimension is computed as in Equation (29), where, k = 1,2, . … kmax,
𝜕(obj)
𝜕𝜒 j

|||𝜒k
i,j

indicates derivative obj at the

position 𝜒
k
i,j
, kmax denotes stage count for shark’s forwarding movement, k denotes stage count, and ℜ1 denotes arbitrary integer among

(0, 1).

Uk
i,j = 𝜂k.ℜ1.

𝜕(obj)
𝜕𝜒 j

||||𝜒k
i,j

(29)

F I GURE 2 Solution encoding
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The raise U is portrayed by the raise in the intensity of odor. In every phase of Uk
i,j
, the velocity limiter is deployed as exposed in Equation (30),

where𝜛k denotes inertia coefficient in (0, 1), andℜ2 denotes arbitrary integer among (0, 1).

Uk
i,j = 𝜂k.ℜ1.

𝜕(obj)
𝜕𝜒 j

||||𝜒k
i,j

+𝜛k.ℜ2.Uk−1
i,j (30)

Conventionally, the novel position Gk+1
i

due to shark’s forward movement is portrayed depending upon its prior position Zk
i
and velocity(

Uk
i

)
. However, as per SS-SSOAD model, if random integer ra = 1, the novel shark position is updated based on the proposed SSA as shown in

Equation (31).

Gk+1
i = 1

2

(
Gk
i + Gk−1

i

)
+ Levy(𝛽) (31)

Else if ra = 2, the shark position gets updated based on SSA as shown in Equation (32), wherein, Y1
j
represents the initial position of salp at jth

dimension,Gj refers to the position of food resource in jth dimension, upj and lpj refers to the upper bound and lower bound of jth dimension, h1, h2,

and h3 refers to arbitrary integers.

Y1
j =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Gj + h1

((
upj − lpj

)
h2 + lpj

)
h3 ≥ 0

Gj − h1
((
upj − lpj

)
h2 + lpj

)
h3 < 0

(32)

5.1.3 Rotational movement

The shark includes rotationalmovement for finding the strong odor particle. This procedure is termed as local search as shown in (33), where,m=1,

2, … M, andℜ3 indicates arbitrary integer among (0, 1).

Yk+1,m
i

= Gk+1
i +ℜ3.Gk+1

i (33)

5.1.4 Particle position update

The searching path of the shark continues with the rotational movement since it moves nearer to a strong odor particle, which is revealed in

Equation (34), here; Yk+1
i

symbolizes the subsequent position of the shark with higherObj value.

Zk+1
i = argmax

{
obj

(
Gk+1
i

)
,Obj

(
Yk+1,i
i

)
, … ,Obj

(
Yk+1,M
i

)}
(34)

The procedure will be continued till k attains themaximal value for an optimization problem.

The pseudocode for SS-SSOAD approach is given by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. SS-SSOAD

Start

Initialization

Assign constraints, np,𝜛k, kmax, 𝜂k, and k = 1, 2, … , vmax

Generate primary populace with all individuals

initializing k = 1

For k = 1: kmax

Forwardmovement

If ra= 1

Update position as per SSAmodel as in Equation (31)

If ra= 2

Update position based on the SSAmodel as shown in Equation (32).
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Compute every element ofUi,j

Attain a novel shark position as per the forwardmovementGk+1
i

(i = 1, … np)
Rotational movement

Attain novel shark position as per the rotational movement Yk+1,m
i

Choose subsequent shark position depending upon 2movements

End for k

Fix k= k+1

Choose the best shark position with a higherObj value

End

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Simulation set up

ThedevelopedMPAdesignwithSS-SSOADwasexecuted in “Matlab”andoutcomeswere scrutinized inbrief.Here, theanalysiswasperformedbased

on antenna gain and efficiency. Here, assessment was done overMFO,2 PSO,3 PGWAD,40 MP-LAD,33 EHO-NSFAD,41 SSO,34 and SSA.35 In addition,

the investigationwas held regarding cost function for varied frequencies, and analysis was done on efficiency, cost, directivity, CI, and gain.

6.2 Performance analysis

The analysis of varied constraints (efficiency, directivity, CI, and gain) by varying frequency is described in this section. Here, frequency is var-

ied from 65, 70, 75, and 80GHz. In fact, “Gain is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity

that would be obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically.” Thereby, the gain should be higher to accomplish a

better antenna system. On scrutinizing the graph, (particularly, in Figure 3A), the gain is higher when the frequency reaches 68 and 78GHz.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I GURE 3 Performance analysis of SS-SSOAD over others regarding (A) Gain (B) CI (C) Directivity (D) Efficiency
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TAB L E 2 The overall analysis of SS-SSOAD over other traditional methods

Methods Efficiency Directivity (dB) CI Gain

SSO 12.6% 9166.1 30.7% 143.7

SSA 13.8% 9030.5 32.4% 143.4

PGWAD40 14.4% 9277.1 32.1% 143.7

MP-LAD33 15.6% 9434.6 32.7% 144.0

EHO-NSFAD41 16.3% 9700.7 32.7% 146.1

SS-SSOAD 17.8% 9827.4 34.4% 147.6

MFO 13.49% 9155.1 31.64 143.62

PSO 13.79% 9152.5 31.95 143.60

Initially, the gain is lower at 65GHz, however, as frequency increases; the gain values too got increased. Next to the developed model,

the SSA model accomplishes higher gain. Likewise, an analysis of CI is observed in Figure 3B. “The CI of a uniform transmission line

is defined as the ratio of the amplitudes of voltage and current of a single wave propagating along the line; that is, a wave travel-

ing in one direction in the absence of reflections in the other direction.” It is noted that the CI goes on minimizing with increase in

frequency. At around 78GHz, the value of CI has dropped down to 144 Ω. In Figure 3C, the analysis output based on directivity is

achieved. “Directivity of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radi-

ation intensity averaged over all directions.” This graph chiefly ensures the betterment of developed MPA design, since a higher value

is accomplished by adopted scheme over other compared schemes. “Antenna Efficiency is the ratio of power radiated by the antenna

to the power supplied to the antenna.” Here, it can be noticed that the efficiency increase with the increase in frequency. How-

ever, at 76GHz, a slight drop in efficiency by the adopted scheme is noted. Nevertheless, the introduced scheme poses higher efficien-

cythan all the compared schemes. In addition, the overall analysis of developed schemes over existing ones regarding efficiency, direc-

tivity, CI, and gain is shown in Table 2. From Table 2, the developed scheme is found to have attained a gain of 147.62, which is

much higher when compared to conventional ones. Therefore, the improvement of SS-SSOAD is ensured by the integrated optimization

concept.

6.3 Analysis of radiation pattern

The radiation pattern for MPA design obtained by the developed SS-SSOAD model over extant approaches is demonstrated

in Figure 4. Consequently, the patterns are taken for varied frequencies like “65 GHz, 68 GHz, 70 GHz, 72 GHz, 74 GHz,

and 77 GHz.” A superior radiation pattern guarantees the improved performance of the antenna. On observing the graphs in

Figure 4, a higher radiation pattern is obtained for frequencies such as 68 and 74GHz. That is, at those specific frequencies,

the developed scheme has accomplished bigger side and main lobes. At other frequencies like “65 GHz, 70 GHz, 72 GHz, and

77 GHz,” the compared scheme like SSO and PGWAD has accomplished bigger side lobes and main lobe. However, the over-

all performance of the developed scheme is better than the compared ones and therefore, this variation can be considered

negligible.

6.4 E-plane analysis

Generally, E-plane takes account of the ability to find out the antenna radio wave orientations. Consequently, analysis ofthe E-plane is done

by varying the frequencies at“77 GHz, 74 GHz, 72 GHz, 70 GHz, 68 GHz, and 65GHz.” From Figure 5A, the dimension of side lobes and the

main lobe offered by SS-SSOAD scheme at the frequency of 68GHz is higher than the compared MFO, PSO, PGWAD, MP-LAD, EHO-NSFAD,

and SSO models. At certain frequencies, the side lobes, as well as the main lobe of the existing scheme, are found to achieve high values.

However, the cost of developed SS-SSOAD model is much higher than the extant schemes, and thereby, the impact of E-plane analysis can be

tackled.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

F I GURE 4 The radiation pattern of the suggestedmodel over extant models for diverse frequencies such as “(A) 65GHz, (B) 68 GHz, (C) 70
GHz, (D) 72 GHz, (E) 74 GHz, and (F) 77 GHz”
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

F I GURE 5 E-plane analysis of suggestedmodel over extantmodels for diverse frequencies such as “(A) 65GHz, (B) 68GHz, (C) 70GHz, (D) 72
GHz, (E) 74 GHz, and (F) 77 GHz”

6.5 H-plane analysis

The examination of the H-plane acquired by the suggested SS-SSOAD model over conventional schemes at diverse frequencies like “77 GHz, 74

GHz, 72GHz, 70GHz, 68GHz, and65GHz” is exposed in Figure 6. For every frequency, the sizes of the sidelobe and themain lobes of the SS-SSOAD

antenna representation are more augmented than the compared schemes. In this manner, the development of the introduced SS-SSOAD method

regarding the H-plane is confirmed by the outcomes.

6.6 Convergence analysis

The convergence analysis (cost) of implemented (SS-SSOAD) model over other traditional models is shown in Figure 7. Here the analysis is done

for varied frequencies such as 77, 74, 72, 70, 68, and 65GHz. Accordingly, the cost is computed as: (cost = 1/gain). From Figure 7, the conver-

gence (cost) values obtained by the suggested SS-SSOAD model are lesser than extant ones for all frequencies. For example, at 68GHz, the

developed scheme at iteration 30 has acquired the least cost value of 0.014062, which is much lesser than the comparedMFO, PSO, PGWAD,

MP-LAD, EHO-NSFAD, and SSO, SSA models. Thereby, the supremacy of offered SS-SSOAD technique was confirmed from the convergence

outcomes.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

F I GURE 6 H-plane analysis of suggestedmodel over extant models for diverse frequencies such as “(a) (a) 65GHz, (b) 68 GHz, (c) 70 GHz, (d)

72 GHz, (e) 74 GHz, and (f) 77 GHz”

6.7 Antenna designwith andwithout optimal parameter

Figure8depicts the antennadesignwith andwithout theoptimal parameter. Theproposedmethodology is evaluated in termsof theoptimal param-

eter. Thickness, length, and width are all optimally chosen parameters. Figure 8A shows the microstrip patch antenna without optimal parameter,

while Figure 8B shows the antennawith the optimal parameters.

Table 3 depicts with andwithout optimization of parameters such as length, width, height and dielectric constant.

7 CONCLUSION

A novel MPA design was proposed in this work by integrating the optimization concept named SS-SSOAD. Consequently, the MPA constraints like

dielectric substrate, patch length, substrate thickness, andwidthvaluewereoptimizedviadevelopedSS-SSOADfor acquiring amplified gain. Finally,

an examination was done that proved the effectiveness of the developed work. On scrutinizing the graph, the gain was higher when the frequency

reaches 68GHz and 78GHz. Initially, the gain was lower at 65GHz, however, as frequency increased; the gain values too got increased. Next to the

developedmodel, the SSAmodel accomplished higher gain. Moreover, it can be noted that the CI goes onminimizing with an increase in frequency.
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(C) (D)

(E) (F)

F I GURE 7 Convergence Analysis of varied frequency such as (A)77GHz (B) 74GHz (C) 72GHz (D) 70GHz (E) 68GHz and (F) 65GHz

(A) (B)

F I GURE 8 Antenna Design (A) without optimal parameter and (B) with optimal parameter

TAB L E 3 With andwithout optimization of parameters

WithOptimization

Parameters

Without-

Optimization

77GHz SS-

SSOAD

74GHz SS-

SSOAD

72GHz SS-

SSOAD

70GHz SS-

SSOAD

68GHz SS-

SSOAD

65GHz SS-

SSOAD

Length 0.075 0.10001 0.10001 0.1 0.14294 0.1 0.16023

Width 0.0375 3.0423 3.2495 3.7265 3.7628 1.8895 3.4029

Height 0.006 9.868 7.3593 7.4484 9.4381 4.8273 7.4848

Dielectric constant 2.33 1.3588 1.3055 1.4921 1.6117 1.3381 1.7081
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At around78GHz, the value ofCI has droppeddown to144ohms. As a result, the adopted SS-SSOADschemewas suggested as an appropriate one.

In the future, the antenna geometry, aswell as power handling capability, should be concernedmorewith enhancing the performance of the system.

The type of hybrid neural network could be employed in full antenna design in future studies to achieve desired antenna performance. In the further

research, will concentrate on the low frequencymicrostrip patch antenna.
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